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  In order to clarify the influence of the flow regime around the impeller on the broadband noise in 
the high frequency domain generated by a micro propeller wind turbine, the flow around the impeller 
was solved by the numerical simulation. Furthermore, the output characteristics and the aerodynamic 
noise of the turbine were measured by a wind tunnel. From comparison in the free torque condition, the 
noise of the tip speed ratio 12 became 7.6 dB larger than the noise of the tip speed ratio 8.2 due to the 
broadband noise in the high frequency domain. Because the flow was separated at the vicinity of the 
leading edge from the hub side to mid-span, the aerodynamic noise was concentrated at the leading 
edge, whereas the noise source of the blade tip side concentrated to the trailing edge side because the 
flow was attached to the blade. These results indicate that these perturbations in the high frequency 
domain become one of the important factors for the broadband noise source of the wind turbine. 
 




























定されている．一方．Michel Roger と Stephan Moreau
は Amiet の後縁騒音モデルを有限な翼弦長のモデルに
拡張し(7)，高周波数帯域の広帯域騒音が後縁騒音と密
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である．この風車はサウス ウエスト ウインド パワー
社の Air 403 を改造したものである．羽根車の直径は


































Fig. 1 Micro propeller wind turbine 
 
Table 1 Specifications of the wind turbine 
Diameter of Impeller 1170 mm
Number of Blades 3























































Fig. 3 Model for CFD 
 
Table 2 Summary of the numerical simulation 
Number of Elements 1,490,166
Turbulent Model SST k-ω
Inlet Boundary Q = 11.7 [kg/s]
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Fig. 4 Relationship between the tip speed ratio and the 
power coefficient 
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比較では，主流風速 8.7m/s の空力騒音が 350Hz（低周
波域）における離散周波数騒音の影響で主流風速






























(a) hub side 












(b) mid span 












(c) tip side 
 















 V = 8.7 m/s ( 90.5 dB )
 V = 7.4 m/s ( 88.8 dB )
 V = 7.4 m/s, BGN ( 75.0 dB )
λ=12
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V = 8.7 (m/s)
 
(b) Tip speed ratio 
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